…Keep that which is committed to your
trust, avoiding profane and vain
babblings, and oppositions of science
falsely so called: ‐1Timothy 6:20
The time has come in which persons are fulfilling the prophecy in 2 Timothy 3 (New
International Version):
2 Timothy 3
New International Version (NIV)
3 But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days. 2 People will be lovers of
themselves, lovers of money, boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their parents,
ungrateful, unholy, 3 without love, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control, brutal,
not lovers of the good, 4 treacherous, rash, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than
lovers of God— 5 having a form of godliness but denying its power. Have nothing to do
with such people.
It is due to many reasons; but primarily because people have been brainwashed in
public education into thinking science contradicts the Holy Writ as contained in the Holy
Bible; when in fact it confirms the Truth of its contents entirely.
Hosea 4:6
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because you have rejected knowledge,
I will also reject you, that you shall be no priest to me: seeing you have forgotten the law
of your God, I will also forget your children.
I encourage reading of parallel versions http://bible.cc/hosea/4-6.htm
My people are being destroyed because they don't know me. Since you priests refuse to
know me, I refuse to recognize you as my priests. Since you have forgotten the laws of
your God, I will forget to bless your children.
If you would not be willfully ignorant; and perish because of that ignorance, then I
encourage you to acquire knowledge; even knowledge that contradicts your chosen
worldview or religion of the moment; no matter how passionately you may hold it at
present.
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One of the reasons people discard reading the most published and translated book in
the whole world, the Holy Bible, is that they fail to research, fail to get past their limited
comprehension of even the first chapter of Creator’s Record to Humanity. I have read
some commentaries on Genesis Ch. 1 but, in all my reading of such scholars, they fail
to soundly establish any true and comprehensive meaning to the text; and so
scientifically informed persons readily discard this concise description of creation
instead of realizing that after millenniums scientific discoveries are actually confirming
the truth of its words.
I encourage all serious students of the Almighty to get The Interlinear Bible and I
request publishers to issue reprints of this version in a font size of at least 12; even if it
means multiple volumes. It is by reading the definitions of the original Hebrew and
Greek texts that one can see the knowledge lost in translations. Just as our own words
can have numerous meanings; so too do all languages have possibilities of multiple
definitions for each and every word of that language. Often the definitions are only
distilled and specific when ones vocabulary is increased fully, but in the common tongue
words are utilized repeatedly in different manners to either imply or clearly state various
meanings at various times. With that understanding I offer that Genesis ch. 1 would
correctly mean the following in modern English: (in so stating, please understand if I
were to comment on ALL the meanings contained in the first chapter of the Holy Bible it
would most likely be a book the size of the Holy Bible itself just in expounding the first
chapter; because the Almighty has contained so much knowledge in each sentence and
in each word, the order of the words, the encrypted messages, the numerical meanings,
the definitions of proper names, even in how each letter is formed; but I want to do away
with the false assumption that many have in thinking science contradicts; rather than
confirms the text; so I am addressing that overt aspect primarily in this commentary and
exposition).
Read the parallel versions of the first verse in the Holy Bible http://bible.cc/genesis/11.htm; sadly in every one of the versions they omit what the original text states! The
omission has created almost a universal misunderstanding of the very first verse of the
Creator’s Record to Humanity! (and it only gets worse as people casually and carelessly
read on) PLEASE GET AN INTERLINEAR VERSION OF THE HOLY BIBLE AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE! Reading the original text one finds that there is a word that is not
translated at all in the above versions and even in the Interlinear it has no
corresponding Strong’s reference number! It’s simply omitted in so many translations
that I have yet to find one that includes it! So I am doing so here! You can read about
the meaning of the omission here http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Names_of_Gd/Trinity/trinity.html.
The original text reads:
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Genesis 1:1 – In the Beginning; that is; in the Aleph Tav; God created the heavens
and the earth.
When I was reading the text after my enlightenment for the first time; while
praying God would teach me directly; I heard the Holy Ghost expound this text to
me as: “In the Aleph-Tscet (which sounds like Alef- Ztscet), God created the
heavens and the earth.” And many, many things were being shown and
expounded to me directly by the Holy Ghost just in reading the first sentence of
His written record to mankind. That said, I have not found any reference to the
word/letter Tscet but in my understanding from the Spirit of Truth it is a consonant that
is in fact the last of the original Hebrew consonants; that Tav is not the last consonant;
but that Tscet has somehow been lost over time.
The omission is a precise and clear reference that our Creator is telling us not just about
some chronological time reference but an actual state of being. He is clearly stating that
He conceived of Creation at a moment called the Beginning and that Creation actually
exists within Himself, who is the Beginning and the End, the Alpha and the Omega. In
scientific terms time started when the Creator chose to manifest Creation and all time
and space exists within the Creator. This is confirmed in: http://bible.cc/colossians/116.htm, http://bible.cc/acts/17-28.htm, http://bible.cc/romans/11-36.htm,
http://bible.cc/colossians/1-17.htm The Creator is the Beginning AND the End!
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Jesus_and_the_AlephBet/jesus_and_the_aleph-bet.html
Why is it important to understand this first sentence is not just talking about the
origin of creation but how it exists; is that it sets the stage for a proper
understanding thereafter that all things are created and manifest in time and
space; not just the past, but ongoing into the present and the future! In other
words, all that follows is still manifesting in time and space; it is NOT just describing
what happened long ago; but that the Creator has made all things and manifests all
things in moments of time and space (within Himself); according to His will!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-2.htm - And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness
was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the
waters.
As I stated earlier a complete rendering of all the meanings of the text would be so
exhaustive as to create another volume the size of the Holy Bible itself; so I am not
herein addressing all the various true connotations contained in each word, each
sentence, phrase and verse but only such as addresses that modern scientific
discoveries in no way contradicts holy writ but in fact confirms and establishes the truth
of the text written millenniums ago. I also want to speak to souls in such a manner as
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they embrace knowledge and truth and become enlightened. This text is not just talking
about physical matter of the planet long ago; but the ongoing event that God’s Spirit
acknowledges darkness, void, formless, existence and conceived of waters which in His
Record refers not just to physical oceans, seas, and such, but people.
http://bible.cc/revelation/17-15.htm So as early as the second verse of the Bible the
Creator is telling us that persons without His Presence, His Spirit, are empty, void, in
darkness; base, earthy, carnal; but He then gives us hope by telling us He chose to
move upon us; in time and space. Prior to the incarnation of the Messiah,
YAHOSHUAH, God would move upon certain persons to record His words, like Mosiah,
the judges, kings, prophets and chosen few persons as noted in the Holy Bible. He was
in fact “moving upon the waters”. My point again is that Genesis is not just a reference
to physical matter and long ago events, but ALL things invisible and visible, ALL things
spiritual (heavenly) and carnal (earthly); ALL things continuously over time and space.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-3.htm - And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. So
the Creator has created all things within Himself and manifests all creation according to
His will in moments of time and space. And He further has told us in just the first two
sentences that He observed part of His creation was in darkness, lacking form, void and
empty, and lets us know just in the first two sentences that humanity without His
Presence inside of them is in that state of being. By the third sentence He is already
telling us the solution; that Light will come and it is manifest according to His Spoken
Word! So not just long ago but within time and space our Creator is telling us people will
be in darkness; but His Spirit will move upon some of them; and then He will speak and
Light will shine! We read the confirmation of when this occurred in John 1:1-10:
1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
2 The same was in the beginning with God.
3 All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made.
4 In him was life; and the life was the light of men.
5 And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.
6 There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
7 The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him
might believe.
8 He was not that Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light.
9 That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.
10 He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not.
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http://bible.cc/isaiah/9-2.htm - The people walking in darkness have seen a great light;
on those living in the land of the shadow of death a light has dawned.
http://bible.cc/john/3-19.htm - And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the
world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.
(people have been brainwashed with the nonsense of the theory of evolution and force
fed atheism; because they have rejected truth, true, sound scientific facts, the
knowledge of God; and the reason these lies continue to be forced upon the masses is
so that people will embrace wickedness as seen by the ubiquitous evidence worldwide)
In Genesis we read that the Creator is planning to enlighten humanity over time in
space; that even though within Him exist all things; humanity must still invite Him in,
comprehend and understand the Light before they too will shine; until then they remain
in darkness; in ignorance whether willfully or otherwise. Again Genesis is NOT just
talking about events long ago but describes creation which is manifest over time in
space according to the Creator’s will. It is an overview; a table of contents, in a manner
of speaking, describing the Creator and all Creation. So Genesis 1:3 is not just stating
that long ago light was created by the Creator speaking it into existence; but He is
establishing the continuity of the manifestation of Light in all time and space! And not
just the physical reference to that manifestation (carnal, physical, terrestrial) but also the
spiritual reference and manifestation (heavenly, spiritual, celestial). God’s words are in
reference to ALL creation; visible and invisible; over ALL time and space; which is why a
complete, exhaustive commentary and exposition on every one of them would be such
a large volume and still be true to the intent and meaning(s).
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-4.htm - And God saw the light, that it was good: and God
divided the light from the darkness.
As early as the fourth verse in the Holy Writ the Creator is defining attributes of good
and evil and telling us there is a separation between them; a separation between light
and darkness; between the heavens and earth; between fulfillment and void; between
truth and deception; between knowledge and ignorance; between Himself and parts of
His own creation. This separation is observable in all creation; throughout all history
and is clearly present today. I add here, for the truly ignorant, that this sentence has
nothing to do with skin color and everything to do with whether or not a person has
received or rejected our Creator. The separation between those who know God and
those who don’t is seen throughout all time and space; again showing that Genesis
covers all creation; not just some moment of time long ago.
1 John Chapter 1:
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1- That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen
with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the
Word of life;
2- (For the life was manifested, and we have seen it, and bear witness, and shew
unto you that eternal life, which was with the Father, and was manifested unto
us;)
3- That which we have seen and heard declare we unto you, that ye also may have
fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship is with the Father, and with his Son
Jesus Christ. (YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH)
4- And these things write we unto you, that your joy may be full.
5- This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto
you, that God is light, and in him is no darkness at all.
6- If we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in darkness, we lie, and do
not the truth:
7- But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with
another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.
8- If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.
9- If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse
us from all unrighteousness.
10- If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us.
It is evident that in time and space there are persons who know God and persons who
do not; it is for lack of knowledge people are destroyed. It is not just their personal
ignorance but lack of knowledge in others that is destructive. It is for this reason that
suffering exists in the world today; that darkness and evil exists; people are destroyed
by personal lack of knowledge (self-destructive behavior) and also by the lack of
knowledge in others. As such those who know God strive to make certain that everyone
else at least hears that it is possible for them to know the Creator personally and unite
with the Creator and become enlightened. Until that happens, there is no fellowship
between those who know God and those who don’t and indeed only discord, division
and clear separation exists between them.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-5.htm - And God called the light Day, and the darkness he
called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.

1Th 5:1-8

Now, brothers and sisters, about times and dates we do not
need to write to you, 2 for you know very well that the day of the Lord will
come like a thief in the night. 3 While people are saying, “Peace and
safety,” destruction will come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a
pregnant woman, and they will not escape.
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But you, brothers and sisters, are not in darkness so that this day should
surprise you like a thief. 5 You are all children of the light and children of the
day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness. 6 So then, let us not
be like others, who are asleep, but let us be awake and sober. 7 For those
who sleep, sleep at night, and those who get drunk, get drunk at night. 8 But
since we belong to the day, let us be sober, putting on faith and love as a
breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet.
4

We read consistently throughout the scriptures that the Creator; who made all creation,
observed that some of mankind would be faithful to Him and receive Him and others
would choose to reject Him. The choice of wicked persons to remain wicked has
created death, destruction, and division that is referred to in many ways throughout the
holy writ. Here we read that the word “day” has multiple connotations; even though
many have interpreted it to mean the 24 hour period on our calendars; it is plain to read
that our Creator had another intent in mind to correctly understand the text. Again, it is
easy to clarify by looking at the original word. It has multiple definitions, we read the
spiritual connotation above; and “evening” and “morning” have similar connotations
throughout the scriptures and in history beyond reference to a 24 hour period. I cover
this topic in
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Mans
ChronologicalExistenceExplained.pdf (note the chart on the last page especially)
More aptly the text reads that the Creator called the Light Day and the darkness He
called night. And evening and morning was the first age, epoch, etc. (referring to the
continuity of time until all is fulfilled regarding Light and darkness). It is clearly in context
NOT exclusively referring to a 24 hour period. Rather as one reads through all of the
first Chapter of Genesis a proper understanding of it would mean that the Creator has
thought of all things; chooses to make them manifest over time in space; and when all
has been manifest; all things fulfilled then will be the End of that Age (the Epoch of
elapsed time from when Creation first began; until all that the Creator conceived of has
been made manifest; the invisible made visible; the spiritual made incarnate; the souls
thought of brought into existence; each according to the will of the Creator over the
concept of elapsed time in the concept of space. He is factually and actually the FIRST
and the LAST, the BEGINNING and the END, and all time elapses between the moment
He began creation and ends the moment temporality passes away and eternity begins
(the last person thought of either receives or rejects Him) and He returns in Glory;
disposing of all darkness once and for all. It is clear the manifestation of Light and
darkness is more than one 24 hour period as many years of time in that manner has
elapsed since the Beginning. It is also clear that the meaning here is expansive to
include all time when one reads Genesis 2:1-5 as can be noted in the text verses 4 and
5 “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created,
in the day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens, And every plant of the
field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD
God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the
ground.” Thus the context clearly shows that all creation is made manifest over an
extended period of time; that it APPEARS at a moment in time and space; every tree,
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every bee, every person, every blade of grass was conceived of, thought of, and made
by our Creator; which we observe over elapsed time within space. WHEN ALL
darkness, ALL Light, ALL trees, ALL birds and bees, etc. ALL persons have been
MADE manifest; then comes the END; then comes GOD (the Messiah returns in Glory);
and eternity as can be read in such places like 1 Cor 15; 1 and 2 Thessalonians. As we
read here God calls all the days, all the manifestations from the Beginning to the End
One Day or rather One Age, One Epoch, one period of elapsed time. And that is the
correct interpretation of Genesis Ch. 1 throughout. It is NOT that God made “a” first,
then “b”, then “c”, etc. over 24 hour periods… It is merely stating that at His prerogative
and choosing He makes manifest all creation over elapsed time in space and within that
time and space, He has observed persons choosing darkness, choosing wickedness,
choosing ignorance, choosing damnation and as a result has created separation of such
souls from Himself and those persons who instead repent and wisely choose to know
God and walk and commune with our Creator here and now and forever.
This separation is continuously present in Creation and is why there are creatures He
calls clean and unclean; it is why there are productive plants and choking weeds;
beneficial flora and poisonous; etc. All creation is teaching those persons who choose
not to remain ignorant about the Creator. The Creator is not just declared in the Holy
Bible; but in everything He has made! That is why the damnation of those choosing to
remain ignorant is so just; no one is without excuse! The Creator is present teaching us
about Himself everywhere! Even people who can’t read can see the stars; that is why
the presentation of Zeitgeist actually proves the existence of the Creator so powerfully
(instead of the viewpoint the presenters are trying to make). It is appropriately the sound
conclusion that for persons all over the world of different languages, cultures and
periods of history to look up at the stars and come to a common understanding; that the
Creator would have a Son that would die and be buried three days and then rise again;
is such a powerful testimony as to the Truth of the Gospel; it’s a wonder the presenters
aren’t evangelists! That the Creator wanted the Salvation story so well known that He
didn’t just send prophets, and books, and messages here and there but showed the
entire population on planet earth by clearly placing the Gospel in the stars! So clear,
that as the presenters of Zeitgeist point out, people all over the world came to the same
conclusion who looked at them! As I stated earlier the irony of atheists thinking they are
making a point against the Gospel, God and Salvation by promoting Zeitgeist I find
beyond humorous; in that the Creator is actually using people who think they are
against Him to actually promote and proselytize the Truth of the Gospel story! I find it
both humorous and sad that the persons who are presenting Zeitgeist, while doing so
mockingly and full of sneering arrogance against the Christian faith; astonishingly, don’t
realize that they are most definitely supporting it. Furthermore, how could they make
such clear observation of Intelligent Design and intent by the Creator of the Universe
and actually still remain ignorant of Him! http://www.zeitgeistmovie.com/ Another
observation of the Power of the Creator and His wishes that all souls come to
knowledge of Truth is in the presentation http://www.bethlehemstar.net/.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-6.htm - And God saith, 'Let an expanse be in the midst of the
waters, and let it be separating between waters and waters.'
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Barnes' Notes on the Bible
- IV. The Second Day
“6.  רקיעrāqı̂ ya‛, "expanse;" στερέωμα stereōma,  רקעrāqa‛, "spread out by beating, as
leaf gold." This expanse was not understood to be solid, as the fowl is said to fly on the
face of it Genesis 1:21. It is also described as luminous Daniel 12:3, and as a
monument of divine power Psalm 150:1.”
Here the Creator tells us that He will be a powerful force in our midst; that through
difficulties, trials, tribulations, testings; He will divide those souls who are faithful to Him
from those who are not. It is yet another way the Creator tells us it is His doing and by
His Power and Authority that He will be separating souls; i.e. Light from the darkness,
wheat from the tares, sheep from the goats, etc. etc. the waters are people and the
method of separation is through the difficulty of incarnation. Our Creator is stating
plainly He will be a heavenly, luminous, Divine Power in our midst; that during all time
and space will be actively present separating those souls who choose to know Him from
those who do not. The notation of second day, third day, etc. is the Creator redundantly
telling us Truth over and over again and sealing it until such time elapsed that the Book
of Revelation became manifest. As Messengers appeared in the ensuing elapse of time
according to the will of the Creator; He explains the meanings of His words plainly as
He is willing for all to come to knowledge of Truth. That is the reason for the redundancy
of the 7 trumps, 7 stars, 7 candles, 7 vials, 7 bowls, 7 seals, 7 scrolls, 7 thunders, 7
Spirits, 7 Angels, 7 Messengers, 7 bulls, 7 rams, 7 etc. etc. etc. throughout the
scriptures; including the 7 days of Genesis and all the 7 day feasts; it is the Creator’s
signature on all creation and His Book that these words are from Him and the message
is the same OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN that throughout all time and space
God our Creator is present and is in the process of dividing those souls who are faithful
to Him from those who are not! When the separation is complete then will eternity be
manifest; that is, the last of the lost will choose Truth, the knowledge of Truth, to be
enlightened, to KNOW the Creator, and the last wicked person will be destroyed at the
brightness of His Glorious Return to earth at the End. All will be fulfilled therein.
In stating this, I am in no way discounting the understanding that the Almighty carefully
plans, designs and presents all things in a certain order, even a sequential one
according to His will. I am not discounting the fact that naturalists believe they have
observed that simple life forms appeared first, followed by more complex life forms, in
the fossil record. I am not saying that it is true or not true in that regard, all I am saying
is that if it is true; is it unreasonable that our Creator planted the entire earth in much the
same manner a farmer plants his crops? The soil requires nutrients, minerals, elements,
these are provided by simple life forms. The soil must be tilled organic matter broken
down into minerals, a function accomplish by such creatures as worms, having provided
micronutrients now the FARMER can plant CROPS, so all manner of plant life from
simple to complex can now manifest; having need of continuous organic material in
which to grow; interdependent animal species from simple to complex; including marine
life can now survive due to the plethora of phyto-nutrients now in the earth and seas; by
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His Designs; so larger and more complex life forms can now manifest; their digestion of
the phyto-nutrients is excreted and becomes organic material for new plants and so on
as the interdependent cycle of life continues. And yet the world needs stewardship,
careful tending, so finally after earth, seas, air, phyto-nutrients, life forms that turn
excrement, death and decay into minerals for continued and ongoing species of plants
that provide food for continued and ongoing species of animals and marine life; that go
on keeping the soil rich in nutrients each in their turn; by careful design perform
necessary functions each one to keep the life forms carefully designed by our Creator
ALIVE. With all that going on; the world required intelligent stewardship to carefully
maintain it; and so now mankind was made manifest. My point is that while the Author
of the text, the Creator of the Universe is redundant in stressing the importance of His
will for His Creation to commune joyously with Him; He also is stating events of His
Design sequentially; as scientifically observed and documented. What we observe in
the fossil record in no way supports evolution; it only supports careful and thoughtful
planning on the part of Creator to spontaneously introduce interdependent species in
such a way and in such populations as to ensure their survival; complete with full
functions that enable each to reproduce. The leap from cellular mitosis of single cells, to
asexual and sexual reproduction of the vast number of species observed historically
and presently in all the world is simply far too great to be accomplished by evolution. It
would mean that single cells simultaneously and radically increased in such a manner
as to provide numerous males and females necessary for breeding. There is no such
evidence for this in all creation because it is utter nonsense to believe a single cell
suddenly mutated in to exponentially more complex species with all necessary factors
for survival and reproduction. The fossil record shows the Truth; massive quantities of
interconnected species introduced simultaneously by Our Creator; with no transitional
forms whatsoever. The fossil record shows us that the vast majority of species created
to date has died off and are continuing to die off to this day. There is no supporting
evidence in the entire universe for the theory of evolution because it is completely
untrue, unsound utter fantastical nonsense! All that is seen in the fossil records are
layers and layers of vast numbers of interconnected species simultaneously appearing
at once and then dying off and becoming extinct as interconnected species due to one
form of adversity or another. One has to ask how can people be so challenged as to
think something (that they offer no explanation for how that something came into
existence; because there simply is none apart from an Eternal Creator) exploded and
that complex mass of all known substances in the universe; while disintegrating in
hostile space; choose to believe that matter becoming less complex in hostile conditions
of complete void and absolute zero temperature; from inorganic material in conditions
so hostile that no known life forms can survive it; that regardless of those known
observed scientific facts; abiogenesis occurred; all on its own,(order from chaos) and
that mysteriously all necessary factors to ensure its survival were in place. How can
they think that inorganic matter developed the means to reproduce itself all on its own?
How can they think complexity and order came from a chaotic explosion? How can they
think that a single cell of inorganic matter/chemicals underwent abiogenesis with all
necessary factors for its survival and simultaneously, instantly developed knowledge
(inorganic matter is intelligent despite all observable evidence to the contrary) to
reproduce itself (chemicals just suddenly; without rational explanation (because there is
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none) developed reproductive intelligence and instincts to survive all on their own)?
Face it! the ONLY reason people believe in and adhere to that irrational and insane
religion of the theory of evolution that never has had and never will have any scientific
support; but has been soundly disproven by all scientific disciplines; is that they were in
fact brainwashed as little children in our public education system and reinforced through
televised propaganda. They were shown NO EVIDENCE whatsoever to support the
theory of evolution (because there is none; as it is fundamentally and entirely untrue), all
they were shown were illustrations and animations over and over and over again; year
after year; all during their so-called education. The public has in fact been successfully
brainwashed en masse. This has occurred by the same wicked persons who mandated
it be taught in Nazi Germany; to dumb down the populace; to keep them in ignorance
and from personally knowing God the Creator; to keep them from being capable of
critical thought; to enslave and manipulate them; to socially engineer obedient slaves to
their wills in all walks of life. Make no mistake; the brainwashing of this nonsense
upon innocent children keeping them from personally knowing our Creator; the
Intelligence that Created the Universe, has been intentional and CRUEL!
The founders of this nation successfully defeated the world rulers of their day by
knowing God Almighty and freedom from the oppression of the wealthy elite was
declared in the Declaration of Independence and successfully obtained by the American
Revolution. Sadly, gradually, the snakes once again slithered into positions of public
trust and authority in our nation; especially following World War II; when great numbers
of Nazis were assimilated into our own government; which shortly resulted in the
brainwashing of the public, with the theory of evolution and the religion of atheism;
together with Marxist’s philosophies; exactly like they did in Germany.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip This brainwashing is the primary cause
for the crises we are facing economically and globally on all levels and it MUST CEASE
IMMEDIATELY before our nation and all likewise brainwashing innocent children fail
altogether and anarchy and bloodshed ensues. The deaths of millions if not billions of
citizens on earth hangs in the balance. The time has come for the rulers of the world to
repent and also obey the Living God, Creator of the Universe, or to be replaced by
persons of honesty and integrity who KNOW they must give a personal account for their
actions to the KING of Kings and LORD of Lords; and who have the public’s best
interests at heart; not just their own greedy pocketbooks. This must happen immediately
or death and destruction looms on the horizon due to the massive ignorance created by
this intentional brainwashing. People NEED to KNOW the CREATOR in order to
LIVE; in order to BE BLESSED and PROSPER. You can either receive the ONE who
Reigns from Heaven Above into your lives; and experience thereby more and more
Heaven on Earth; or you can continue to reject the KNOWLEDGE of TRUTH and suffer
more and more hell on earth, accordingly. There is no middle ground; there are no
shades of gray; in this regard; the line is drawn! Either you are faithful to and Love the
Creator of the Universe; or you are in disobedience and rebellion to the same! You will
either live in obedience to His Instructions to Love One Another and Properly Steward
the earth; and be blessed for so doing; or you will perish in your disobedience and
ignorance; cursed at all times until you are utterly destroyed altogether!
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I don’t know about anyone else but when I came to the KNOWLEDGE of THE
AWESOME POWER AND INTELLIGENCE that CREATED AND MADE THE
UNIVERSE AND ALL THINGS THEREIN; I had no trouble whatsoever, bowing the
knee; even prostrating myself; before the ETERNAL LIVING GOD; and Joyously
professing, “My LORD! My SAVIOR! My GOD; in whom I LOVE, REVERE,
WORSHIP and TRUST, Now and Forever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” Amen and
Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-7.htm - And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and
it was so.
http://bible.cc/john/8-23.htm - here is a continuation that there are heavenly beings and
earthly beings. There are souls from above and base souls who revel in their carnality.
God, our Creator warns of such mindsets and practices. http://biblesuite.com/romans/86.htm He warns that when a person is presented plainly with Truth if they choose to
reject it; they will eventually be given over to insanity and death of a self-deluded fool,
http://biblesuite.com/romans/8-7.htm; perishing like the self-deceived devil. If you have
heard the Gospel of YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST, and rejected
Christ knowingly; because you wanted to go on sinning, you should be terrified. If you
do not repent immediately; you may be given over to complete depravity so the Creator
can set you forth as an example for His Wrath and damnation!
2 Thessalonians 2:10-13
21st Century King James Version (KJ21)
10

and with all the deceit of unrighteousness in those who perish, because they received
not the love of the truth, that they might be saved.
11

And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie,

12

that they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in
unrighteousness.
13

But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you, brethren, beloved of the Lord,
because God hath from the beginning chosen you for salvation, through sanctification
by the Spirit and belief in the truth,
So choose to receive YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH as your Lord and Savior; invite the
ONE who sits on the Throne above all thrones into your soul to KNOW the Creator!
Thereby; in spiritually uniting with the One who comes from Above and in following His
Instructions for Life contained in the Holy Bible; you also will be from Above and not
below! http://bible.cc/deuteronomy/28-13.htm
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-8.htm - And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening
and the morning were the second day.
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I want to emphasize that I am in no way discounting the fact that the Creator is
simultaneously describing natural processes and the physical realm as well as the
spiritual; because I am, as aforementioned, attempting only to make certain points; such
as, that science is not in opposition with God’s Record to mankind but in fact actually
confirms the truth of its contents; that there is a common theme throughout the
Scriptures; which is, that our Creator is in our midst and separating souls who choose to
know Him from those who don’t. My goal is enlightenment on a global scale. I want
people everywhere to become aware that they can know and communicate directly with
the Creator and the Creator with them, that they can learn personally and directly from
the Creator of the Universe, God Almighty, and that the Holy Bible is His public record
to mankind; containing the instructions for life.
http://bible.cc/revelation/12-12.htm - While Paradise exists and is ineffably wonderful; it
is time people understood that Heaven refers often in the Scriptures as a reference to
uniting with the Divine. That at times Heaven is more of a synonymous connotation of
God our Creator than a physical place. http://bible.cc/romans/10-6.htm New International Version (©1984)
But the righteousness that is by faith says: "Do not say in your heart, 'Who will ascend
into heaven?'" (that is, to bring Christ down)
New Living Translation (©2007)
But faith's way of getting right with God says, "Don't say in your heart, 'Who will go up to
heaven?' (to bring Christ down to earth).
English Standard Version (©2001)
But the righteousness based on faith says, “Do not say in your heart, ‘Who will ascend
into heaven?’” (that is, to bring Christ down)
New American Standard Bible (©1995)
But the righteousness based on faith speaks as follows: "DO NOT SAY IN YOUR
HEART, 'WHO WILL ASCEND INTO HEAVEN?' (that is, to bring Christ down),
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
But the righteousness which is of faith speaketh on this wise, Say not in thine heart,
Who shall ascend into heaven? (that is, to bring Christ down from above:)
Luke 17:20-21
King James Version (KJV)
20 And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should
come, he answered them and said, The kingdom of God cometh not with observation:
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21 Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within
you.
http://bible.cc/ephesians/2-6.htm - And hath raised us up together, and made us sit
together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus:
http://bible.cc/romans/14-17.htm - For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink; but
righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.
The meaning of the text is clear that souls without God are in darkness, void, empty,
self-deceived, ignorant, torment, like black holes consuming and finding even pleasures
only momentarily satisfying and often with lasting dreadful consequences; but that
hellish torment and suffering in ignorance ceases the moment a soul invites the Spirit of
God Almighty into their existence! That by receiving YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH a
person is translated from the kingdom of darkness and hell to the Light, Life and Love
of GOD; being filled with the Holy Ghost they are made partakers of Heavenly delights,
joy, peace, righteousness, knowledge, sanity, and well-being throughout. They see into
the spiritual realm once illusory or perhaps completely unknown to them. They
immediately start partaking of the Kingdom of God; of Heaven; of the Creator; who is
Heaven!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-9.htm - And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be
gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so.
http://bible.cc/1_corinthians/2-14.htm - But the natural man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned.
http://bible.cc/psalms/63-1.htm - O God, thou art my God; early will I seek thee: my soul
thirsteth for thee, my flesh longeth for thee in a dry and thirsty land, where no water is;
Christ is the Water of Life and what flows from Heaven is a River of Life; without Christ
the natural man is earth that becomes a dry, desolate, wasteland; ever hungry; ever
thirsty; ever longing; but when the Cup of Life is handed to the wicked they toss the
contents that would satisfy their soul away; only to go on suffering. Everyone; who
instead, wisely drinks of the Water of Life never thirsts again.
http://bible.cc/revelation/22-17.htm - And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him
that heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him
take the water of life freely. http://bible.cc/john/4-14.htm - But whosoever drinketh of the
water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in
him a well of water springing up into everlasting life.
The natural man; those given over to only pursuing carnal pleasures; are in torment that
only gets worse the longer they reject Christ; their thirst and hunger; ever chasing the
illusory high; the illusory, fleeting pleasures of incarnation only increases; causing them
to remain in a torturous and hellish existence. Only when a soul wisely repents of their
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sins, sinful ways and mindsets and chooses to unite with our Creator; will the longing
within them finally be quenched.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-10.htm - And God called the dry land Earth; and the gathering
together of the waters called he Seas: and God saw that it was good.
There is so much to be said about the Earth and the Seas; so many connotations in the
scriptures; but what I want people to know is that Genesis Ch. 1 describes the entirety
of Creation throughout time in space and as the Lord progresses into Ch. 2 He tells us
of the method. That is, that mankind are not just earth; but a combination of earth and
water; and by Divine Inspiration only each person becomes a living soul. Every
incarnate saint has the dichotomy of the earthy, natural, flesh, being born of the flesh,
with generally selfish, lustful tendencies, combined with the spirit, the Water of Life, and
the Breath of Life; they are LIVING souls. Without Christ a person is a dry desolate
wasteland; only fleshly; only carnal; only natural; and so even what they think is good
and “right” is often in opposition to actual righteousness. In this state a person is at
enmity with God our Creator; it is only when they are born of the Spirit; having quaffed
the Water of Life, and been Divinely Inspired by the Holy Ghost; do they become a living
soul; however as long as they are incarnate the dichotomy is with them; that is the flesh
warring against the will of God and the leading of the Spirit. Until a person is born again
they are in the body of death; dry and thirsty, wandering through the earth lost, looking
for relief from their internal torment in so many vain and often self-destructive and
mutually destructive ways. Notice that man is made of clay; a scientific fact. It is a
combination of earth and water. Notice that the first man, Adam, only came to life when
our Creator breathed into him. Even so, Christ would breathe on people, to show the
Creator within. He prophesied of the Holy Ghost and on the Day of Pentecost the Holy
Ghost came upon people as a rushing mighty wind, flames and tongues of fire followed.
The Breath of God had created living souls and sons and daughters of God in the
fullness of time and is still doing so to this day. In Jude people who reject God our
Creator are called twice dead; because to incarnate is the first death; the carnal body is
in fact a body of death (v. 12).
http://bible.cc/romans/7-24.htm - O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me from
the body of this death?
I find it astonishing that people find the creation account difficult to believe; when it is
obvious by plain observation to be true and factual. People die all over the planet; they
are scientifically, factually clay or mud in physical essence. Untold numbers are revived
by mouth to mouth resuscitation. In other words, people breathe into other people who
have essentially returned to being inanimate and decomposing clay. They factually
breathe life into the dead body of clay. People do this all the time all over the world; so it
should not be in any way difficult to believe that the Creator brought the first man into
existence in this manner. The crystal Sea before God’s Throne; in keeping with
consistent declared meaning in His own Book, are the people, who were born of both
flesh AND spirit, became Divinely Inspired by receiving the Holy Ghost; were purified in
the Refiners Fire; and have ascended after the journey of their incarnation has ended. It
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is a synonymous representation of the white robed multitude; another redundancy to
show the Creator’s signature upon the Revelation of Truth. You, each and every one of
you, must choose to become not just born of the flesh, (Earth), but born of the Spirit
(Water), and Divinely Inspired (the Holy Ghost/Breath of God/Wind). You must go on to
possess a Holy Zeal that will cause you to shine brightly and also purge away the dross
of your fleshly desires leading you to death and destruction (Fire). The Fire comes
directly from our Creator as He is an All-consuming Fire http://bible.cc/hebrews/1229.htm; but is often imparted to other souls according to His will by coming into contact
with those messengers of His that have already been set ablaze http://bible.cc/acts/196.htm, http://bible.cc/acts/8-17.htm, http://bible.cc/matthew/3-11.htm. If you think you
are saved but have no desire to proclaim the Gospel or tell others around you
constantly what God, our Creator, has done/is doing for you; then you are NOT on fire!
If you are not led of the Spirit; communicating with the Spirit; learning from the Spirit;
then you have NOT received the Holy Ghost. You may have been born of the flesh; but
if you have not repented of your sins and received YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH; then
you have NOT been born of the Spirit and are yet in your sins and body of death. Once
again, there is declared separation between the living waters and the dry land and our
Creator states that it is good.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-11.htm - New International Version (©1984)
Then God said, "Let the land produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and trees on the
land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds." And it was so.
New Living Translation (©2007)
Then God said, "Let the land sprout with vegetation--every sort of seed-bearing plant,
and trees that grow seed-bearing fruit. These seeds will then produce the kinds of
plants and trees from which they came." And that is what happened.
English Standard Version (©2001)
And God said, “Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants yielding seed, and fruit trees
bearing fruit in which is their seed, each according to its kind, on the earth.” And it was
so.
New American Standard Bible (©1995)
Then God said, "Let the earth sprout vegetation: plants yielding seed, and fruit trees on
the earth bearing fruit after their kind with seed in them"; and it was so.
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree
yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so.
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GOD'S WORD® Translation (©1995)
Then God said, "Let the earth produce vegetation: plants bearing seeds, each according
to its own type, and fruit trees bearing fruit with seeds, each according to its own type."
And so it was.
King James 2000 Bible (©2003)
And God said, Let the earth bring forth vegetation, the plants yielding seed, and the fruit
tree yielding fruit after its kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so.
American King James Version
And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree
yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, on the earth: and it was so.
American Standard Version
And God said, Let the earth put forth grass, herbs yielding seed, and fruit-trees bearing
fruit after their kind, wherein is the seed thereof, upon the earth: and it was so.
Douay-Rheims Bible
And he said: Let the earth bring forth the green herb, and such as may seed, and the
fruit tree yielding fruit after its kind, which may have seed in itself upon the earth. And it
was so done.
Darby Bible Translation
And God said, Let the earth cause grass to spring up, herb producing seed, fruit-trees
yielding fruit after their kind, the seed of which is in them, on the earth. And it was so.
English Revised Version
And God said, Let the earth put forth grass, herb yielding seed, and fruit tree bearing
fruit after its kind, wherein is the seed thereof, upon the earth: and it was so.
Webster's Bible Translation
And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit-tree
yielding fruit after its kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so.

World English Bible
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God said, "Let the earth put forth grass, herbs yielding seed, and fruit trees bearing fruit
after their kind, with its seed in it, on the earth;" and it was so.
Young's Literal Translation
And God saith, 'Let the earth yield tender grass, herb sowing seed, fruit-tree (whose
seed is in itself) making fruit after its kind, on the earth:' and it is so.
I have included multiple translations because of the imperative nature of this Truth in
destroying the deception of the proliferated fiction of the deceitful theory of evolution.
There are a couple important points I want to stress here. One is that the color of the
soil is not important; but rather what is growing in it; that the same green grass grows in
all colors and varieties of soil around the world; so that there is no cause for racial pride
and prejudice before our Creator. In YAHOSHUAH’S OMNIPOTENT NAME, let racial
animosity cease! And secondly, is that science has proven in multiple disciplines that
the statement is fundamentally true. That each species has it’s own specific genetic
makeup; that is passed on as such bringing forth it’s own distinct type generation after
generation. The fossil record contains NO TRANSITIONAL FORMS OF ANY SPECIES
WHATSOEVER! Without this inherent ability for each species to maintain its own
distinct genetic make-up; function and purpose; all life would quickly dissolve; not
evolve; in a chaotic mass of death and destruction. It is absolutely necessary that life
forms maintain their distinct aspects in order to maintain the interdependent symbiotic
webs of species ensuring their survivability. Any mutation of species, or deformation of
species of a significant enough scale as to change that species into something else
would leave other species depending on their specific function and purpose; as
designed by our Creator; at risk. Thus the theory of evolution is pure fiction, absolute
nonsense and has been scientifically soundly disproven by ubiquitous, empirical
evidence throughout the world and the universe. Mutations and deformations are just
that and typically brought about by environmental pollutants and disasters; it is not
evolution but rather the death of many species that we observe in the fossil record.
Each species has its exact genetic makeup that causes it to produce its own type; there
are no transitory forms and there never will be. Even if mankind modifies genetic
structure that’s all that it is a modification; it is not evolution but an intentional mutation.
So science actually proves the record of God our Creator; written millenniums ago, and
has only gotten around to proving it true recently. That ought to tell people to stop being
so foolish in neglecting to read the Holy Bible. Some might argue that they have
observed diseases mutating/evolving to become resistant to drugs and other factors;
but the truth is that some of the species died off; others lived on despite the adverse
toxins; they were simply healthier specimens of the same species; there was no
evolution; only a continuation of the species strong enough to survive adversity. That is
what we observe all over the planet; natural and unnatural disasters kill off certain
vegetation, certain animals, insects; even people; but others survive. It is not evolution;
it is simply that some specimens of individual species types survive while others do not.
Factually, the fossil record shows that a significant percentage of species that once
inhabited the earth have become extinct. Some scientists claim as much as 80-99.9% of
all known species have become extinct over time on earth. If that proves anything; it
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proves the 2nd law of thermodynamics; but it in no way supports the fiction called the
theory of evolution. In fact there is not one shred of scientific support for the theory of
evolution to date and there never will be because it is in fact complete and total
nonsense; nothing more than a metaphysical concept with religious adherents that have
succeeded in brainwashing the masses into thinking it is scientific through our public
education system. It is time all sane persons; in a proper state of rage; demanded a
cessation of this brutal cruelty upon innocent children all over the world. The
brainwashing of the global populace with the ludicrous theory of evolution; responsible
for creating the largest numbers of irrational atheists in history; must cease to exist
anywhere on the planet as the complete mountainous pile of crap that it is. Scientists
stand up and be heard; the brainwashing is cruel and tortuous to innocent minds; young
souls created by God! http://www.garnertedarmstrong.org/pubs/WhaleTale.htm the
author here supports the fact that God created all things and manifests them over time;
in space; as the fossil record shows; and that the correct understanding of Genesis Ch.
1 is such; not that things were created in sequential order in brief 24 hour periods
millenniums ago; but that all things are created by the Creator and made manifest over
elapsed time; in space.
On a side note, geneticists have also recently discovered that every person living on
earth can genetically trace their roots to one “mitochondrial Eve”; the biblical account
calls her the mother of all living. http://bible.cc/genesis/3-20.htm I just want to
emphasize this point to once again show that science supports the biblical account; not
the theory of evolution. In addition, “The identical ancestors point for Homo sapiens has
been estimated to between 15,000 and 5,000 years ago.[4]”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identical_ancestors_point ); which also supports the time
specified in the biblical account since Adam and Eve manifested to present day and to
which scientifically everyone alive can trace their roots.
Christ and His Words are the Seed of God; when you receive Him and His Words; what
grows inside of you is the Fruit of God; genetically speaking YAHOSHUAH THE
MESSIAH IS THE SPERMATA OF GOD; if you want to become an actual child of
the Creator you must be born of the Spirit; the genetic makeup of God; of Christ
and His words! There is simply no other way to become an actual child of God!
http://bible.cc/galatians/3-16.htm - Rather, it says "to his child"--and that, of course,
means Christ. ... God did not say 'and to seeds,' as if speaking of many, but 'and to
your seed,' since He spoke ... number σπέρμα sperma (seed), instead of the plural
σπέρματα spermata (seeds), ...
John Ch. 3:1-21
1

There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews:

2

The same came to Jesus by night, and said unto him, Rabbi, we know that thou art a
teacher come from God: for no man can do these miracles that thou doest, except
God be with him.
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3

4

Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Nicodemus saith unto him, How can a man be born when he is old? can he enter
the second time into his mother's womb, and be born?

5

Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.

6

That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is
spirit.

7

Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.

8

The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not
tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit.

9

Nicodemus answered and said unto him, How can these things be?

10

Jesus answered and said unto him, Art thou a master of Israel, and knowest not
these things?

11

Verily, verily, I say unto thee, We speak that we do know, and testify that we have
seen; and ye receive not our witness.

12

If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell
you of heavenly things?

13

And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from
heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven.

14

And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man
be lifted up:

15

That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life.

16

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

17

For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world
through him might be saved.

18

He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned
already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.

19

And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved
darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.

20

For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his
deeds should be reproved.

21

But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that
they are wrought in God.

http://bible.cc/genesis/1-13.htm - And there was evening, and there was morning--the
third day.
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http://bible.cc/genesis/1-14.htm - And God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of
the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve as signs to mark seasons
and days and years.
While it is certain that astrophysicists confirm the natural understanding of this text; my
point here is to continue with the interpretation and definitions; the explanations found in
the Word of God; the Holy Bible. The Creator not only placed stars for us to behold and
thereby know certain events on earth were about to occur or would occur or have
occurred as zeitgeist, http://www.zeitgeistmovie.com/, and
http://www.bethlehemstar.net/ so aptly point out; but He sent His Children; His Lights
into the world; and every time they speak His Words; Preach His Gospel; they are
separating the day from the night; as lost souls in darkness either receive or reject the
truthful knowledge; the Light of God; that enlightens every being that receives Him.
When certain messengers appear they signify a certain point in biblical time; that is
messengers from God are signs to everyone on earth and mark seasons, days and
years; just like the text states. For example, Adam was made on the 6th day according
to God’s Record and Christ is also called Adam. http://bible.cc/1_corinthians/15-45.htm
That means since “one day is as a thousand years” http://bible.cc/2_peter/3-8.htm and
evening and morning make up one day; that Christ’s incarnation signified the passing of
5500 years since the time under the Law. This is also confirmed in that the dimensions
of the Ark of the Covenant measured 5.5 units. The units of volume are cubic
measurements so mathematically the Law was placed in a container signifying 5.5 x 103
or 5500 years of mankind under the Torah and Prophets before the Messiah would
incarnate and set us free.
http://www.google.com/#hl=en&sugexp=les%3B&gs_nf=3&gs_mss=the%20ark%20of%
20the%20covenant%20signified%205500%20years%20&pq=the%20ark%20of%20the
%20covenant%20signified%205500%20years%20writings%20of%20clement&cp=44&g
s_id=1f&xhr=t&q=the+ark+of+the+covenant+signified+5500+years&pf=p&sclient=psyab&oq=the+ark+of+the+covenant+signified+5500+years&gs_l=&pbx=1&bav=on.2,or.r_
gc.r_pw.r_qf.&fp=1fbecfb547a0e7ce&bpcl=37189454&biw=1261&bih=653&bs=1
Christ, Adam of God, was made manifest in the sixth day just as Genesis states. The 7
Messengers have followed referred to in the Book of Revelation denoting also the
passage of time and the fulfillment of the prophecies as one can read in William Marrion
Branham’s “Exposition of the Seven Church Ages”
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/7ch001.htm. What William doesn’t point out is that the
incarnation of these Messengers on earth didn’t just fulfill the Church Age Messages as
contained in the Book of Revelation but fulfilled also the Law and the Prophets;
specifically concerning the true manifestation of YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH AS OUR
HIGH PRIEST; in keeping all of the Seven Day Feasts; each Messenger signified that
time or day of each of the Feasts; now openly kept by the Messiah in His Messengers in
the sight of the whole world; over time; in space, but that topic deserves an exposition of
its own to clearly reveal the Truth of it to all.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-15.htm - And let them be for lights in the firmament of the
heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so.
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http://bible.cc/matthew/5-16.htm - Let your light so shine before men, that they may see
your good works, and glorify your Father who is in heaven.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-16.htm - And God made two great lights; the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also.
http://bible.cc/malachi/4-2.htm - But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of
righteousness arise with healing in his wings; and you shall go forth, and grow up like
calves of the stall.
http://bible.cc/isaiah/30-26.htm - Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of
the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in the day
that the LORD bindeth up the breach of his people, and healeth the stroke of their
wound.
Clearly, YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, is the Greater Light, that rules the Day, and the
Moon, His Bride, that gives light upon the earth during the night following the incarnation
of the Messiah. The length of that epoch is seven times, which is signified by the seven
messengers, seven trumps, seven seals, etc. of the Book of Revelation. The
appearance of the Seven Spirits/Messengers of which Paul is clearly declared in the
Scriptures to be the First; (http://bible.cc/1_corinthians/7-40.htm - Paul knew he was full
of the Holy Ghost as his writings are replete with references to such; but here makes a
statement with uppercase “Spirit of God” signifying by the will of the Creator to
announce to the whole world Paul was the first of the Seven Spirits mentioned by our
Creator in the Book of Revelation. All of the 7 messengers are the prophetic fulfillment
of the Law and the Prophets as we approach the End. Here in Isaiah we read that
Christ, who is the Sun of Righteousness, would incarnate and depart from the earth but
in His Stead He would leave His Bride, the Moon, and His Children, the Stars, to give
Light upon the earth after His departure; that during that time He would reconcile; “heal
the breach” between Himself and His People and that duration of healing the breach
and wounds of His People would be signified by Seven Stars, Seven Messengers as
aforementioned and expounded by William Marrion Branham. There is no clearer
depiction of the duration of the passage of time than the historical account of Yahshuah
(Joshua) and the Israelites marching around Jericho. At the head of the Lord’s army is
YAHOSHUAH, and for six days there was a single blast of the trumps; but in the 7th day,
there are 7 trumps and a shout! Followed by the destruction of Jericho and the
ascension of the children of Israel triumphantly. It is an exact account that the Messiah
would appear in the 6th day and rest following His Incarnation “It is finished!” in the 7th
day; but during that time 7 trumps would follow before the end of this present age of
darkness and the glorious, triumphant ascension marking His Return! (1 Cor 15: 52; 2
Th 2; 1Th 4:17) I have Great Joy in telling the saints on earth that the time has
come to start shouting! Whether in flesh or in Spirit; whether present with you or
afar off; I want to hear millions and billions shouting with all their heart, mind,
soul and strength; “COME! LORD YAHOSHUAH, COME!”
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http://bible.cc/genesis/1-17.htm - And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to
give light upon the earth,
Genesis 37:9-11
New International Version (NIV)
9 Then he had another dream, and he told it to his brothers. “Listen,” he said, “I had
another dream, and this time the sun and moon and eleven stars were bowing down to
me.”
10 When he told his father as well as his brothers, his father rebuked him and said,
“What is this dream you had? Will your mother and I and your brothers actually come
and bow down to the ground before you?” 11 His brothers were jealous of him, but his
father kept the matter in mind.
It is clear God’s Children on earth are the lights/stars of Heaven and their presence on
earth are meant to enlighten all of mankind. When becoming sinful; such as keeping
knowledge of the Truth, the Word of God, to themselves; they suffer consequences of
many kinds as described in Deuteronomy Ch. 28 and seen in all the world to this day.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-18.htm - to govern the day and the night, and to separate light
from darkness. And God saw that it was good.
This only reiterates what our Creator has told us repeatedly throughout Genesis and
indeed the entire Holy Bible. That the presence of the Creator; even working within,
upon and through, His own Children/Messengers would be ruling the heavens (godly)
and the earth (ungodly), the Day(the enlightened) and the night(the ignorant), and would
by declaring Truth, His Words, in His Creation; even on earth; be separating those who
are faithful to and love Him from those who do not. He is still separating the Light from
the darkness to this very day.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-19.htm - And there was evening, and there was morning--the
fourth day.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-20.htm - And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly
the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open
firmament of heaven.
As others have mentioned an obvious and observable fact about creation on earth are
the countless webs of interdependent, symbiotic species. That fact soundly disproves
the theory of evolution. The reason for that is that for these countless, interdependent,
intertwined species to exist they must have come into being simultaneously or no
species in the interdependent, symbiotic webs of survival could live. i.e. a species must
have food to eat or it dies; species that clean parasites off other species keep that
species from dying of diseases, etc. species that purify air, allow for other species to
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breathe, and such species that purify air need the exhalation gases from other species
in order to function to purify the air that those species need to live, and the web goes on
and on and on. These co-dependencies are so complex as to boggle the minds of the
most astute mathematicians and statisticians to a level that for so called abiogenesis to
have resulted in the plethora of simultaneous so-called evolutions necessary to explain
what we all can clearly observe defies logical, rational thought. Clearly, all creation was
designed as such; by an Intelligent Creator who specifically designed species in such a
manner as to tend to His Creation; the creatures in His Creation, and provide all such
necessities as makes for life.
Let’s face it, the existing theories of atheists, relating to the explosion or “big bang”
theory of inorganic matter flying in the hostile conditions of space; somehow; with no
rational explanation (because there is none apart from the Truth of the Eternal Creator)
spontaneously makes the leap from lifelessness through abiogenesis, and according to
evolutionists, that single cell possessed within itself not only all the necessary factors for
survivability and reproduction (again there is no rational explanation offered by
adherents of that theory for this; because there is none) but also the ability to transform
into the countless species; (together with all the factors for each of those countless
transmutations; interdependent, symbiotic relationships clearly observed all over the
world to survive and reproduce); documented in history to this very day; is no less
miraculous and clearly takes FAR GREATER faith to believe; than the biblical account.
Evolutionists have deceived themselves so greatly that they actually attribute prophetic
and creative/transformative powers (that rivals the Divine!) to bacteria, fungi, plants,
trees, etc.; when they themselves cannot accurately predict the future or knowingly
thereby transform their own offspring millenniums from now based on said predictions
like they claim all living things can; even the species that exist within piles of fecal
matter on the ground!
People! it is time the whole world knew that the biblical account is soundly and
redundantly supported by every field of science on earth; whereas the ludicrous
religions of the theory of evolution and atheism have not one shred of scientific
support and never will because both of those worldviews are, in fact, complete
fiction. What I say to you; I say to all; the time has come for everyone from the
least to the greatest and the greatest to the least to KNOW GOD OUR CREATOR!
(Jeremiah 31:31-34)
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-21.htm - So God created the great creatures of the sea and
every living and moving thing with which the water teems, according to their kinds, and
every winged bird according to its kind. And God saw that it was good.
The fact is for the plethora of life forms we observe today; despite the extinction of the
majority of species that have ever existed on earth; that for them to live and exist
requires simultaneous manifestation of multitudes of species in order for each of the
various life forms to exist, live and reproduce. That is what the biblical account teaches
because it is fundamental, factual Truth! i.e. animals that eat plants had to have plants
present to exist at all; plants that need the organic waste of animals for nutrients had to
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have the animals present that make the waste in order for the plants to survive; the
same is true whether you are talking about single celled creatures or multi-celled
throughout all the earth all species are interdependent on each other and as such the
only way for any of them to live and exist at all is that they had to have simultaneously
manifested. The theory of evolution soundly fails to explain this observable fact about
creation; but the record in the Holy Bible tells us our Creator brought all these life forms
into existence simultaneously and that is what the fossil record shows. Life forms of
every kind simultaneously existing; including dinosaurs to this very day that evolutionists
once claimed were extinct millions of years ago. i.e.
http://www.google.com/search?q=coelacanth+in+captivity&hl=en&prmd=imvns&tbm=isc
h&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=aAeXUOPrC-PigKQxID4Ag&ved=0CDwQsAQ&biw=1261&bih=653,
http://www.richardpoe.com/2007/05/19/living-fossil-discovered-creature-resemblinglong-extinct-trilobite-found-in-antarctic-seas/; and even though scientists don’t call them
dinosaurs (because they are obviously still alive and proliferating on earth, such as
sharks, alligators, crocodiles, rhinos, hippos, and other pachyderms, sturgeon, and a
whole slew of species from single celled plants and animals, to a vast variety of multicelled creatures still alive and breathing on the planet (and according to scientists have
been such for millenniums). Again, whether or not the earth and universe is actually
billions or trillions of years old or only a number of millenniums is in no way
contradictory to the biblical account of Creation by an Eternal Creator. Whether the Age
of Creation through the process of manifestation over time; in space; is short in duration
or virtually infinite; in no way is contradictory to the fact that the Creator of the Universe
has determined all things will eventually be manifest and fulfilled just as Genesis and
other places within the Holy Bible states. He calls the duration from the Beginning of His
Creation to the End, when all things will be made manifest and fulfilled, One Day, or
One Age, or One Epoch, and during this extended period of time; the process of
Creation referred to in the Holy Bible is known as “created AND made”. i.e. the Creator
has conceived of all things and makes them manifest over what is known as time.
So when scientists who have only lived a few decades feel like talking about billions of
years ago as if they were there; just keep in mind; that whether they are attempting to
baffle people or not; it doesn’t matter! It doesn’t change the fact that ALL things were
created and made by the Creator, the Eternal, Invisible, Spirit/God! Each of the
statements referring to evening and morning are only a redundant way of stating that all
enlightened knowledgeable souls will be made manifest during that Age from Beginning
to End (in the Creator) and all ignorant souls will be made manifest and when (whatever
actual time elapses) that ALL creatures thought of by the Creator have been MADE
manifest is finally fulfilled then shall the End (Eternity) come; “the former things will pass
away”; referring to death, incarnation, suffering, the curse of the law, the dead,
darkness, night, hell, and all things that feed on death, destruction, decay, darkness etc.
“thrown in the Lake of Fire; for our God is an All-Consuming Fire. It is time everyone
understood clearly that each soul has a choice to make; you can either become part of
the Fire by repenting of you sins; and receiving the Creator; uniting with the Eternal God
of the Universe and becoming flames of fire yourself (http://bible.cc/psalms/104-4.htm);
or you will be burned and consumed; destroyed by that Fire! Revelation 20:10-15.
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Revelation 20:10-15
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+20%3A10-15&version=NIV
New International Version (NIV)
10 And the devil, who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of burning sulfur, where
the beast and the false prophet had been thrown. They will be tormented day and night
for ever and ever.
The Judgment of the Dead
11 Then I saw a great white throne and him who was seated on it. The earth and the
heavens fled from his presence, and there was no place for them. 12 And I saw the
dead, great and small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. Another
book was opened, which is the book of life. The dead were judged according to what
they had done as recorded in the books. 13 The sea gave up the dead that were in it,
and death and Hades gave up the dead that were in them, and each person was judged
according to what they had done. 14 Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake
of fire. The lake of fire is the second death. 15 Anyone whose name was not found
written in the book of life was thrown into the lake of fire.
http://bible.cc/revelation/21-4.htm - And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes;
and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any
more pain: for the former things are passed away.
Daniel 12:1-4
New International Version (NIV)
The End Times
12 “At that time Michael, the great prince who protects your people, will arise. There will
be a time of distress such as has not happened from the beginning of nations until then.
But at that time your people—everyone whose name is found written in the book—will
be delivered. 2 Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will awake: some to
everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. 3 Those who are wise[a] will
shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those who lead many to righteousness,
like the stars for ever and ever. 4 But you, Daniel, roll up and seal the words of the scroll
until the time of the end. Many will go here and there to increase knowledge.”
The time has come for every soul therefore to choose life or death; blessing or cursing;
salvation or damnation; everlasting life or death and destruction; therefore; choose
wisely; choose YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH; for why will you perish?!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-22.htm - And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and
multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.
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Think about the miracle of reproduction of every kind and all the factors necessary to
sustain life; to think that all known species evolved from a single cell and abiogenesis is
not just irrational but completely insane; it would mean that cellular mitosis, asexual
reproduction, sexual reproduction occurred simultaneously for almost an infinite number
of times that both multi-celled males and females of all sexually reproductive species
simultaneously mutated from a less complex species (cellular mitosis, suddenly; without
rational explanation because there is none; spontaneously mutated into asexual species
and sexual species; that somehow less genetic information became radically more
complex all on its own and did so simultaneously for both males and females of
sufficient viability to reproduce) the implications presented by evolutionists defy reason,
and all observable facts in creation. Face it; for the variety of species we see on the
planet together with all the necessary factors for survival and reproduction; the amount
of genetic information encoded in each that took super computers to discover and
process; requires Intelligent Design by an Eternal Creator; there is no other rational
explanation for what we observe on earth; let alone in all the universe. Without the
blessing of God our Creator; all life perishes; and creatures vanish away in the process
of time; in space. The second law of thermodynamics observed by the evidence of
massive extinction of vast multitudes of species; as it is written;
http://bible.cc/2_corinthians/4-18.htm - While we look not at the things which are seen,
but at the things which are not seen: for the things which are seen are temporal; but the
things which are not seen are eternal.
Our Creator tells us the truth of what we observe in His Creation and confirmed
scientifically by the 2nd law of thermodynamics. That all things visible are passing away;
it is the invisible Eternal Creator, Spirit, God that abides always.
http://bible.cc/1_timothy/1-17.htm - Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the
only wise God, be honor and glory for ever and ever. Amen.
The fossil record shows and proves the biblical account and as some scientists point
out over 80%, and as much as, 99.9% of all known species (visible creation) that have
existed on earth have become extinct. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction The fact is
we are observing all life on the planet dying off; that our Creator made a plethora of
species that once existed; but are becoming fewer and fewer in number day by day. We
are headed toward global extinction of all life on the planet scientifically speaking. (This
is why I am a proponent for a genetic database of cryogenically preserved specimens
and seeds of all known species; located at either the north or south poles; a modern
“Noah’s Ark” if you will) However, biblically speaking, the Creator tells us He will
intervene before that happens. http://bible.cc/matthew/24-22.htm - And except those
days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake those
days shall be shortened. (this text also proves that the pre-tribulation rapture doctrine is
false)
So what we observe in all the universe; not just on earth; in no way supports the
theory of evolution; but in fact soundly and repeatedly disproves it; it is time
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people everywhere demanded that the brainwashing of innocent children cease;
and teach the scientifically proven fact of Creation by an Intelligent, Eternal God;
the God of the Holy Bible!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-23.htm - And there was evening, and there was morning--the
fifth day.
I repeat, the word “day”; used in all similar verses within the book of Genesis; in the
original language, refers to a continuous process over a period time; i.e. an Age or
Epoch, etc.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-24.htm - And God said, "Let the land produce living creatures
according to their kinds: livestock, creatures that move along the ground, and wild
animals, each according to its kind." And it was so.
This is a clearly observable fact; we see a variety of distinct species both alive and in
the fossil record with no transitional forms. Geneticists have documented only a tiny
portion of distinct genomes; each species clearly separate and distinct from all other
species. i.e. cows give birth to cows; not birds, dogs, trees or any other species; and
orange trees have oranges with seeds that produce orange trees; not apple trees,
conifers or any other kind of tree; each species reproduces its own kind; just like our
Creator designed and plainly tells us of in the Holy Bible.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-25.htm - And God made the beast of the earth after his kind,
and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind:
and God saw that it was good.
Our Creator is not just speaking of the various species; but that all persons are like
some manner of clean and unclean creatures; and as every soul walks through the
earth; by their words and actions they proselytize and attempt to make others like unto
themselves by persuading them to their chosen worldview at that moment in time and
space.
Acts 11
New International Version (NIV)
Peter Explains His Actions
11 The apostles and the believers throughout Judea heard that the Gentiles also had
received the word of God. 2 So when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the circumcised
believers criticized him 3 and said, “You went into the house of uncircumcised men and
ate with them.”
4 Starting from the beginning, Peter told them the whole story: 5 “I was in the city of
Joppa praying, and in a trance I saw a vision. I saw something like a large sheet being
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let down from heaven by its four corners, and it came down to where I was. 6 I looked
into it and saw four-footed animals of the earth, wild beasts, reptiles and birds. 7 Then I
heard a voice telling me, ‘Get up, Peter. Kill and eat.’
8 “I replied, ‘Surely not, Lord! Nothing impure or unclean has ever entered my mouth.’
9 “The voice spoke from heaven a second time, ‘Do not call anything impure that God
has made clean.’ 10 This happened three times, and then it was all pulled up to heaven
again.
11 “Right then three men who had been sent to me from Caesarea stopped at the
house where I was staying. 12 The Spirit told me to have no hesitation about going with
them. These six brothers also went with me, and we entered the man’s house. 13 He
told us how he had seen an angel appear in his house and say, ‘Send to Joppa for
Simon who is called Peter. 14 He will bring you a message through which you and all
your household will be saved.’
15 “As I began to speak, the Holy Spirit came on them as he had come on us at the
beginning. 16 Then I remembered what the Lord had said: ‘John baptized with[a] water,
but you will be baptized with[b] the Holy Spirit.’ 17 So if God gave them the same gift he
gave us who believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, who was I to think that I could stand in
God’s way?”
18 When they heard this, they had no further objections and praised God, saying, “So
then, even to Gentiles God has granted repentance that leads to life.”
In the text we learn that those who abide in ignorance; not knowing our Creator are like
unclean beasts, fowls, reptiles, etc. but once they receive the Creator are transformed
into the likeness of God; to become the Children of God. http://bible.cc/2_corinthians/517.htm - Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed
away; behold, all things are become new. http://bible.cc/john/1-12.htm - Yet to all who
received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children
of God—
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-26.htm - And God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of
the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth.
I tell you the truth; it is the destiny of the Children of God; to be able to fly above all the
fowls; to be able to breathe under water like all marine life; to be able to walk through
solid earth; and even to be able to exist in bright burning stars! In all ways are the
children of God superior to every other species; every other living creature that God has
Created and Made. Once Christ was risen He would appear in rooms without walking
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through doors; He rose into the air; He walked on water; and the scriptures tell us that
angels/spirits can exist in the burning sun! http://bible.cc/revelation/19-17.htm
These statements should not have scoffers when as infants in the womb; we exist in
water and practice breathing before we are even born
http://www.livestrong.com/article/27084-babies-breathe-womb/. There are many
examples of spirits entering into solid forms; not just people but even animals; so it isn’t
claiming anything extraordinary to state the children of God can do the same.
Let us make man in our image… http://judahsdaughter.hubpages.com/hub/God-Let-UsMake-Man-in-Our-Image and other expositions touch on the truth; but to be consistent
with the text in Genesis; is to conclude that the Creator conceived of every person who
He will make manifest over time; in space. Genesis 2:5 tells us He created all things
BEFORE it was in the earth; that includes mankind. (mankind is referred to as wheat
and tares; flesh as grass and flowers of the field - http://bible.cc/1_peter/1-24.htm,
http://bible.cc/matthew/3-12.htm) As you can read in the above exposition; the Elohim
are the pre-incarnate messengers of God. I distinctly, remember pre-incarnation, the
first thought of satanil that caused disharmony of the Elohim and the subsequent falling
away that has been and is yet manifest over time; in space. I have covered that in
videos on my facebook page.
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=vb.100002069048072&type=2 I also share
the method that the Creator showed me of how He brought the physical universe into
existence and other Divine Revelations brought forth as meat and bread in due season.
Some commentators have made statements that the angels have no creative power;
which is simply false. God, our Creator, conceived of (imagined) all Creation, and is still
in the process of MAKING it manifest/visible. Even so, people imagine all kinds of things
and with determination; then set about making those things also! If incarnate man is a
“little lower” than the angels; to attribute a power of creativity to incarnate man but not
the angels, or Elohim, is contradictory to the declared word of God. The Elohim,
spirits/angels/heavenly host were invisible; we existed as conscious energy within the
stars of the universe in pre-incarnation, we communed with our Creator and each other
universally simply by thinking. We imagined questions; we were conscious of existing
and of one another no matter how much physical space separated us in the universe.
We had no experience of hot or cold, pleasure or pain, just harmonious existence with
our Creator and one another, until the moment satanil suddenly focused on his own
existence and starting comparing himself to everyone else; even our Creator. While it
was not and is not true; he proudly and arrogantly thought of himself as superior to all
the rest of us and even imagined himself above the Creator! The scriptures teach this in
texts like Isaiah 14: 9-16-24, the books of Enoch; and other holy writ that wise seek out.
It should be noted that satanil was part of the heavenly host, Elohim, angles, and yet is
only a man when he is manifest; becomes incarnate; which happens just before the
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return of YAHOSHUAH OUR MESSIAH; http://bible.cc/2_thessalonians/2-8.htm Even
so the falling away is manifest in the end times also as people everywhere have
become proud, arrogant, boastful, blasphemous, greedy, etc. all according to prophecy.
http://bible.cc/2_thessalonians/2-3.htm ; http://bible.cc/2_timothy/3-2.htm In preincarnation, satanil, focused on self for the first time; and immediately among all the rest
of the heavenly host, the Elohim, the angels, did we all start comparing ourselves to one
another. Many of us then knew discord, disharmony and sadness for the first time. All
forms of competition on earth are the manifestation of this focus on self and self pride
and vanity, carnal pride, is the manifestation of those like satanil who wrongly think of
themselves as superior to others. In so doing, comes wars, murders, prejudice, bigotry,
greed, every form of vice. When people focus on themselves instead of our Creator and
one another; especially if they think of themselves as superior to others; they are
following satanil and are manifest as those who are “falling away” (and who fell away in
pre-incarnation). The harmony of the Elohim before the falling away was one of
supreme contentment with our Creator and each other but ever since the falling away
has been great distress between the angels, mankind, the gods and goddesses of the
universe. This distress manifests in all the many forms of suffering we behold in history
to this very day; which brings us back to the fact that there is a clear separation
between the Kingdom of God/Heaven and the kingdom of satanil/hell. There is no
harmony whatsoever between righteousness and wickedness. As persons in darkness
scream for their rights to be free to do wickedly; it comes at the expense of all life on the
planet; including their own; but they are too self-deceived and otherwise deluded in
darkness and ignorance to understand that. They purposely ignore the warnings of our
Creator in the still visible ashen remains of Sodom and Gomorrah
(http://pinkoski.com/sodom-a-gomorrah.html) and are plunging headlong; hell-bent on
being hell-bound. Though there is geo-physical evidence and anthropological evidence
of the global flood of Noah’s day; and though global warming is a scientific fact; they do
not believe the earth; as it now exists; is destined to be purged with Fire! Many already
have been given over to insanity and reprobate minds that believe lies in willful rejection
of the knowledge of Truth; of our Creator. These are manifest so that the unlearned can
behold the Power of God; both to Save and to Destroy. More and more judgments are
manifest daily in greater severity and rapidity than ever before and will become
outpoured wrath of our Creator the more men and women everywhere choose to do
wickedly and rebel against God Almighty and the knowledge of Truth. The Day of our
Lord’s Glorious Return approaches!
When one understands that all invisible creation is MADE visible over time; in space
then one can also comprehend that the judgments in the Book of Revelation have been
occurring before our very eyes all over the world for millenniums. Consider all the many
forest fires in history; consider all the deaths from diseases; consider all the wars;
consider all the famines; plagues and pestilences; as one familiarizes themselves not
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just with current events; but with all history; one sees easily that the judgments of God
are poured out over time; in space; just like all things are created and made manifest
over time; in space. Both blessings and cursings are apparent over time; in space. We
are however approaching the birth pains of all creation; beginning to groan and longing
for the glorious manifestation of the children of God. We are in fact entering the time of
Great Tribulation. It is a time whether we like it or not of outright war between the two
kingdoms on earth; it is a time of violence; no matter how much we long for peace; it is
a time when believers all over the world will have to make the choice to stand and fight
or to take flight; and where shall you flee? Let all the saints in the world and in America
fight! Through Christ we are more than conquerors! Only if our Creator gives you direct
Divine Revelation by the leading of the Holy Ghost (often this is accomplished by
Divinely Inspired dreams and/or visions; but can also be delivered by His messengers
whether ascended as angels or yet still incarnate) to flee should you do so. Otherwise
we are to “occupy till He comes”! http://bible.cc/luke/19-13.htm It is evident that some
will flee into the wilderness as we can read in Rev Ch. 12; but let Americans consider
that our nation was founded not just with brave men and women of God who prayerfully
penned our Bill of Rights, and founding documents; but by Divine Acts of our Creator!
www.wallbuilders.com Far be it from us to give up our nation to devils! No, o mighty
ones of God! Even as the eighth man’s name in the Scriptures
http://www.christconnections.com/Word/Methuselah.pdf refers to the time of judgment
upon mankind that portended the global flood; the time has now come that portends of
global fire. If you read my other exposition
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Mans
ChronologicalExistenceExplained.pdf you will more fully understand that the time has
indeed come for all things to be fulfilled.
Our Creator; and the Elohim; prepared not just a physical body for YAHOSHUAH to
inhabit; but for all spirits; all angels; all the heavenly host, ourselves and we are each
made visible; manifest over time; in space. There is a direct tie between the celestial
clock (the stars) and the terrestrial events; persons that appear in the earth. I don’t care
how controversial declaring the Truth is; it is my duty to declare and to attempt to
persuade others to comprehend it. As previously stated by astronomers in Zeitgeist and
www.bethlehemstar.net we can see plainly that our Creator meant what He concisely
states in Genesis 1:14 as His Word acts on both the visible; temporal creation and the
invisible; spiritual creation. Such that the stars announce to all persons the Gospel story
and even the time of our Creator’s Incarnation and was how the wise men knew when
and where to visit the newborn Messiah. But the truth is every single soul has the same
announcement by the celestial bodies; not just our Creator; the Lord of hosts. This is
why there are twelve signs of the zodiac and yet a thirteenth they correspond directly
with the tribes of Israel; the children of God; in all the world over time; in space. Notice
the one who holds the serpent; in the fullness of time. This is why seers, viziers,
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astrologers that know and understand the celestial/terrestrial ties have been sought
after by rulers down through the Age to this very day. http://caa-austin.org/content/oursacred-address; the wise understand how mankind is intertwined with all creation; this is
why in the Book of Revelation it is redundant in meaning by stating that a 1/3 of the
stars, 1/3 of the ships in the sea, 1/3 of the trees, http://bible.cc/revelation/8-9.htm,
http://bible.cc/revelation/12-4.htm that verse actually tells us why a third of the Elohim;
(altogether these are ways of stating) that a third of all Creation; perishes; and it is
because they believe lies! The prophet that teaches lies he is the tail (satanil the
deceiver; the spirit of error)! http://bible.cc/isaiah/9-15.htm The creatures
(Elohim/angels/heavenly host) once had life! They were given life! We all knew God our
Creator and one another; but greed, pride arrogance and vice of every kind; lies and
deceptions have darkened the minds and understanding of those who perish.
http://www.askelm.com/restoring/res009.htm The heavens declare the glory of God.
http://bible.cc/psalms/19-1.htm
Beloved, don’t let anyone or anything come between you and the knowledge of
Truth; that is; knowing our Creator personally. Please repent right now, and call
upon YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH to save your soul; forgive you; cleanse you;
make you whole and fill you with His Holy Spirit; Love; and a fiery zeal for God
and Truth! In YAHOSHUAH’S OMNIPOTENT NAME; IT IS SO!; IT IS DONE! IT IS
SO DONE! AMEN AND AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-27.htm - So God created man in his own image, in the image of
God he created him; male and female he created them.
All Creation was brought forth by our Creator to fellowship with Him; from within His own
Being did He bring forth from Himself all Creation. Thus all Creation represents the
feminine. The relationship is mirrored between the Messiah and the Church; and
between Adam and Eve; indeed, every truly holy marriage since the Beginning.
Presently All Creation groans in birth pains and will become more and more apparent as
the Day of the Lord approaches!
Romans 8:19-22
King James Version (KJV)
19 For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the sons
of God.
20 For the creature was made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him who
hath subjected the same in hope,
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21 Because the creature itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption
into the glorious liberty of the children of God.
22 For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together
until now.
http://bible.cc/ephesians/5-32.htm - This is a great mystery: but I speak concerning
Christ and the church.
http://bible.cc/1_corinthians/11-7.htm - For a man indeed ought not to cover his head,
forasmuch as he is the image and glory of God: but the woman is the glory of the man.
All Creation is supposed to glorify the Creator; the Church is to glorify Christ; and wives
are to glorify their husbands. The Creator nurtures, provides for, loves His Creation;
Christ nurtures, provides for, loves the Church; and husbands love their wives in this
same manner; in holy matrimony, all is a depiction of the blissful union intended by our
Creator with all that He has Created and Made; and that shows forth both the masculine
and the feminine.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-28.htm - And God blessed them, and God said to them, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the
earth.
Mankind has been charged with properly stewarding the earth; it’s resources; and the
creatures therein. We are not just to selfishly and destructively consume greedily; but
we are to have wise oversight over the planet and the life therein; and replenish trees,
herbs; productive plants of every kind and creatures of the land, sea and air; not just
keystone species; but all productive life forms. It is time serious thought was given not
only to agriculture and Terraforming; but to aquaculture and far superior waste
management; such that there is virtually no pollution of air, water and soil.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-29.htm - And God said, Behold, I have given you every plant
bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, which has seed in
its fruit; to you it shall be for food.
If America and other nations on earth continue to embrace the lies of the theory of
evolution and atheism, vain religions and traditions, idolatry of every kind, wickedness
and vice of every kind; then the heavens will withhold rain; the earth will become dry,
desolate and void; the trees won’t yield their fruit; what does yield, pests will consume
and destroy and all the curses will come upon the wicked, the ignorant, the rebellious to
destroy you according to the word of our Creator in Deuteronomy Ch. 28. Droughts,
famines and so called natural disasters of every kind; heat waves so hot that people
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curse God for suffering; will come continuously until all souls either repent and receive
the knowledge of Truth and follow the Instructions for Life; contained in the Holy Bible;
or are destroyed.
If you are a faithful son or daughter of the Most High God; our Creator; and are
wondering why your crops are failing; you must ask yourself are you letting the land rest
(this can be accomplished through crop rotation; in partitioning your land into eight
segments and letting one different segment go unplanted every year); are you allowing
the poor to reap after your harvest (leaving a portion for the poor and needy; the hungry
or donating such to ministries that tend to the widows, elderly, poor and needy)? Are
you mainly providing to unbelievers in the world markets or are you wisely planting crop
varieties of organic, heirlooms and primarily for distribution among the faithful. As the
Day of the Lord approaches communities of believers must more and more practice
trade among themselves if they would be blessed while judgments are poured out on
the unbelievers. If you consent with unbelievers; provide for unbelievers while God is
judging them to get them to repent before they die and burn in hell; then do not think it
strange if your crops fail. As the time approaches it is important to keep proper priorities;
Love God first and foremost above all; love your wives; your children; yourselves; the
household of Faith; and then all the heathen/unbelievers still at large in all the world. If
you are helping the wicked when God is clearly judging them; you are not allowing the
Love of God to discipline them for their bad choices and behavior; you should rather be
praying that God moves upon the unbelievers to repent and choose Life; before it is too
late. If you would be blessed as the children of Israel were blessed when God was
judging the Egyptians for enslaving and oppressing them; then you need to allow God to
do so; while you look after fellow believers among yourselves in all the world.
If any house, town, city, state, or nation persecutes Christians overtly; then depart from
those wicked persons and shake the dust off your feet against them.
http://bible.cc/matthew/10-14.htm - If any household or town refuses to welcome you or
listen to your message, shake its dust from your feet as you leave.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-30.htm - And to all the beasts of the earth and all the birds of
the air and all the creatures that move on the ground--everything that has the breath of
life in it--I give every green plant for food." And it was so.
In America; we are feeding cattle; poultry; not just growth hormones, chemical toxins,
but animal by-products; effectively turning them into cannibals. This is in clear violation
of our Creator’s Instructions and the results have been devastating. Mad cow disease;
rampant morbid obesity; rising cancer and disease rates, and as a result decreased
quality of life and an increased death rate, to name just a few of the observable
consequences. We are to feed all animals; especially for meat processing; green plants
only! Those green plants are grown in soil that rests every seventh year to maintain and
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replenish nutrients! We MUST follow our Creator’s Instructions for Life or we will suffer
and die! http://bible.cc/exodus/23-11.htm Just because you can; doesn’t mean you
should; stop genetic modification of food! Farmers plant bio-diverse crops! Not monoculture yields; or doom will come in the form of desolation; devastation; droughts;
famines; plagues and pestilences; which will lead to starvation; and if there is a lack of
repentance; many will suffer and die.
http://bible.cc/genesis/1-31.htm - God saw all that he had made, and it was very good.
And there was evening, and there was morning--the sixth day.
http://bible.cc/genesis/2-1.htm - Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all
the host of them.
http://bible.cc/genesis/2-2.htm - By the seventh day God had finished the work he had
been doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his work.
http://bible.cc/genesis/2-3.htm - And God blessed the seventh day and made it holy,
because on it he rested from all the work of creating that he had done.
http://bible.cc/genesis/2-4.htm - This is the account of the heavens and the earth when
they were created. When the LORD God made the earth and the heavens—
http://bible.cc/genesis/2-5.htm - And every plant of the field before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD God had not caused it to rain
upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground.
Our Creator is telling us He has conceived of, thought of, and carefully designed every
species that has ever existed, or ever will exist. That He and He alone, created and
makes all things He designed and thought of visible over time; in space. That every
single soul that has ever existed or ever will exist was created BEFORE they were
MADE manifest in the womb and born of the flesh on earth! Our own senses PROVE
BEYOND ALL DOUBT THAT THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION IS COMPLETE AND
TOTAL RUBBISH! Scientists have noted keystone species; although in so doing the list
is not nearly complete; for the fact is all known species are woven together in an almost
infinite web of complex symbiotic relationships of interdependency. The CLEAR and
UNCONTROVERSIAL EVIDENCE is that when a species becomes extinct; it adversely
affects other co-existent species to a greater or lesser extent! Keystone varieties are
seen as an absolute necessity in an entire ecosystem. What we have seen with the
current threat to honey-bee populations worldwide is that with declining numbers of
these carefully designed pollinators; fruit and vegetable production rapidly declines. In
other words our food supply and the food supply of vast numbers of species is
dramatically adversely affected! What we see by mankind’s refusal to follow the
Creator’s Instructions for life are extinction events looming on the horizon that threaten
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all life on the planet! Toxic chemicals are polluting our air, water, and land to such an
extent, that species necessary for our own survival are perishing! Man is attempting to
deal with pestilences with toxic chemicals instead of repenting before our Creator and
properly stewarding the earth and all therein. The systematic raping of the oceans is
causing global depletion of all marine life at such an alarming rate; that persons who
don’t know any better have determined that vast numbers of people must die in order
for the planet to survive! THIS IS YOUR WAKE-UP CALL! The theory of evolution is
soundly DISPROVEN by ubiquitous, empirical evidence in EVERY scientific discipline.
EVERYONE can see clearly that the removal of even ONE species causes adverse
effects to a vast number of interdependent species all over the world! What we can
plainly see is that all species are intertwined so inextricably that extinction of any
portends the eventual extinction of ALL! What we see is absolute proof that the theory
of evolution is FALSE! Every single interdependent species on the planet MUST have
simultaneously come into existence at their origin or they could NOT survive! When we
look at the evidence of how plants and animals; whether simple or complex; perform
necessary functions for each other in order to survive; what we see when any of these
species become endangered or extinct is that their entire eco-system begins to DIE
OFF! AT NO TIME IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE WORLD IS THERE ONE
SINGLE EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY, THERE IS NOT ONE TINY SHRED OF
EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION, BECAUSE IT IS IN FACT
COMPLET AND TOTAL FICTION; UTTER NONSENSE; A FANTASY WITH
RELIGIOUS ACCOLYTES WHO CLING TO IT FEVERISHLY BECAUSE THEY WISH
TO THINK THERE WILL BE NO ACCOUNTABILITY TO ALMIGHTY GOD FOR
THEIR WICKED ACTIONS! ALL OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE SUPPORTS CREATION
BY INTELLIGENT DESIGN; SPECIES CAREFULLY ENGINEERED TO TEND TO
EACH OTHER; TO BE INTERDEPENDENT ON ONE ANOTHER FOR THEIR
SURVIVAL! ANY ADVERSE CONDITIONS TO EVEN ONE SPECIES THREATENS
THE SURVIVAL OF ALL OTHER INTERDEPENDENT SPECIES; WITHOUT
EXCEPTION! They simply could not have evolved individually or separately
because they are absolutely dependent on the complex web of inter-connected
species to survive! The theory of evolution is RUBBISH! Demand that it cease to
be taught anywhere on earth! It has only caused mass brainwashing to such a
degree that people have become irrational and insane for believing in it! There is
simply no way to explain the existence of the Universe, EVERYTHING our senses
perceive; apart from an ETERNAL, INTELLIGENT CREATOR! You can foolishly go
on ignoring the CREATOR AND HIS MESSENGERS SENT INTO THE EARTH TO
BRING ALL CREATION TO A PROPER AND PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF HIM; or
you can REPENT! And receive and commune with our CREATOR HERE AND
NOW DIRECTLY WITH NO INTERMEDIARY TO PERCHANCE DECEIVE YOU; YOU
CAN RECEIVE THE HOLY SPIRIT OF THE ETERNAL GOD WHO CREATED THE
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UNIVERSE AND ALL THEREIN! THAT UNION WILL ALLOW YOU TO
COMMUNICATE WITH; BE TAUGHT DIRECTLY BY; THE INTELLIGENCE THAT
CREATED AND MADE ALL THINGS! Whereas people fail to follow GOD’s
Instructions for Life in their own carnal strength; BY RECEIVING HIS HOLY
SPIRIT He empowers us to be able to do so! He teaches and explains to us
personally what His words mean; and the true purpose of every species; which is
necessary for all Life on the planet; including our own! Mankind needs to
REPENT right now of using toxic chemicals which are killing species off; (even
ourselves in the process); and start carefully obeying the instructions for LIFE
contained in the HOLY BIBLE immediately! Or soon the next species that will
become endangered and, if the Almighty didn’t intervene, extinct is mankind!
Specifically, worldwide, persons everywhere need to practice REPLENISHING
species! i.e. replant fruit and nut trees and bushes everywhere in your yards and
public lands. Plant your own vegetables in your yards instead of just grass and
learn how to preserve and keep your own seed supplies. Demand governments
everywhere find the most knowledgeable marine biologists; and create entire new
professions of aquaculture specialists all over the globe. All marine life farming
eco-systems must not only supply food; but have percentages of all raised
species (as complete in the interdependent web as possible) released back into
the wild to resupply what mankind has already destroyed. Agriculture
professionals MUST immediately go back to localized bio-diverse crops instead
of GMO monocultures! The danger to our food supply (and survival) is simply too
great to avoid doing so!
It is positively, absolutely, unarguably clear that Our Creator conceived of; thought of
everything in all Creation and is making all things visible; manifest over time; in space.
He sends not just rain of water, but the rain of spirits, rain of all creatures great and
small; all plants; all according to His will at precise time appointed for; by that process of
Intelligent Design and Planning are all things in creation MADE manifest. Our Creator
incarnated on the 6th day or at 5500 years under the Law and the Prophets. He spoke,
“It is Finished!” on the cross; Indicating He was about to rest from His labors and the
Beginning of the 7th day was at hand! In this 7th day while the Lord Himself rests from
His own work:
Hebrews 4:1-16
New King James Version (NKJV)
The Promise of Rest
4 Therefore, since a promise remains of entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you
seem to have come short of it. 2 For indeed the gospel was preached to us as well as to
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them; but the word which they heard did not profit them,[a] not being mixed with faith in
those who heard it. 3 For we who have believed do enter that rest, as He has said:
“So I swore in My wrath,
‘They shall not enter My rest,’”[b]
although the works were finished from the foundation of the world. 4 For He has spoken
in a certain place of the seventh day in this way: “And God rested on the seventh day
from all His works”; [c] 5 and again in this place: “They shall not enter My rest.”[d]
6 Since therefore it remains that some must enter it, and those to whom it was first
preached did not enter because of disobedience, 7 again He designates a certain day,
saying in David, “Today,” after such a long time, as it has been said:
“Today, if you will hear His voice,
Do not harden your hearts.”[e]
8 For if Joshua had given them rest, then He would not afterward have spoken of
another day. 9 There remains therefore a rest for the people of God. 10 For he who has
entered His rest has himself also ceased from his works as God did from His. (That is
the Eternal Creator/SPIRIT designed and prepared for HIMSELF an incarnate body,
YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, GOD, the ETERNAL CREATOR, THE INVISIBLE
SPIRIT THAT CREATED THE UNIVERSE AND ALL THEREIN, PREPARED AND
DESIGNED HIMSELF A PHYSICAL EARTHLY BODY, AND IN THE PERSON OF
YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH MADE HIMSELF MANIFEST IN THE FULLNESS OF
TIME! During that incarnate appearance; He performed many works; the Greatest of
which was His Own Sacrifice to save our wretched, defiled souls from death and
destruction; (from separation from Him and deception and ignorance that is still
destroying so many); It was necessary for our Creator to be Just; fulfilling the
condemnation all of us had fallen under for disobedience to His LAW! It was absolutely
necessary HE die on the cross as the only person who has ever incarnated or ever will
incarnate to reach full maturity and yet be without sin. YAHOSHUAH AND
YAHOSHUAH ALONE; OUT OF ALL PERSONS WHO HAVE EVER EXISTED OR
EVER WILL EXIST WAS WORTHY TO DIE IN OUR PLACE; THE RIGHTEOUS DYING
FOR THE CONDEMNED! THAT IS WHY THERE IS SALVATION IN NONE OTHER!
THAT IS WHY THERE IS NO OTHER WAY TO KNOW THE CREATOR! BECAUSE
HE IS AND HE ALONE IS THE ONE TRUE GOD AND CREATOR OF THE
UNIVERSE! (1JOHN 5:20) IF YOU DON’T RECEIVE YAHOHSUAH AS YOUR LORD
AND SAVIOR YOU ARE CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSING NOT TO COMMUNICATE
WITH THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE! YOU ARE CHOOSING TO REMAIN IN
IGNORANCE ON A PATH OF SELF DESTRUCTION; COMMITING ACTIONS THAT
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HARM ALL CREATION ALONG YOUR JOURNEY! YOU ARE CHOOSING TO
REMAIN EVIL, VILE, IGNORANT AND WICKED BY REJECTING THE SACRIFICE
OF YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH! There is no other way to KNOW the ONE TRUE
GOD, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE, than by REPENTING of your sins and
receiving Him personally; inviting His HOLY SPIRIT to unite with your soul here
and now… and FOREVER! YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH ALONE IS THE WAY TO
TRUTH AND ETERNAL LIFE!
http://bible.cc/acts/4-12.htm - There is salvation in no one else! God has given no
other name under heaven by which we must be saved."
http://bible.cc/acts/2-38.htm ‐ Acts 2:38-39
New King James Version (NKJV)
38 Then Peter said to them, “Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ (YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH) for the remission of sins; and
you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. 39 For the promise is to you and to
your children, and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God will call.”
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+14&version=KJV
John 14:1-12
New King James Version (NKJV)
The Way, the Truth, and the Life
14 “Let not your heart be troubled; you believe in God, believe also in Me. 2 In My
Father’s house are many mansions;[a] if it were not so, I would have told you. I go
to prepare a place for you.[b] 3 And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come
again and receive you to Myself; that where I am, there you may be also. 4 And
where I go you know, and the way you know.”
5 Thomas said to Him, “Lord, we do not know where You are going, and how can
we know the way?”

6 Jesus(YAHOSHUAH) said to him, “I am
the way, the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through Me.
The Father Revealed
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7 “If you had known Me, you would have known My Father also; and from now on
you know Him and have seen Him.”
8 Philip said to Him, “Lord, show us the Father, and it is sufficient for us.”
9 Jesus said to him, “Have I been with you so long, and yet you have not known
Me, Philip? He who has seen Me has seen the Father; so how can you say, ‘Show
us the Father’? 10 Do you not believe that I am in the Father, and the Father in
Me? The words that I speak to you I do not speak on My own authority; but the
Father who dwells in Me does the works. 11 Believe Me that I am in the Father and
the Father in Me, or else believe Me for the sake of the works themselves.
So when the Almighty Incarnated and when He shouted on the cross, “IT IS FINISHED!”
was when it was manifest that HE, GOD our CREATOR, was entering into HIS REST
from the journey of His Incarnation! IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE ETERNAL GOD,
INVISIBLE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE HAS GONE TO
SLEEP; OR THAT HE IS NOT STILL PRESENT IN OUR MIDST, STILL MAKING ALL
THINGS MANIFEST IN ITS TIME AND STILL SEPARATING LIGHT FROM
DARKNESS, SHEEP FROM GOATS, WHEAT FROM TARES, ANGELS FROM
DEVILS, ETC. ETC. ETC.
The Word Discovers Our Condition
11 Let us therefore be diligent to enter that rest, lest anyone fall according to the same
example of disobedience. 12 For the word of God is living and powerful, and
sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the division of soul and
spirit, and of joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of
the heart. 13 And there is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are
naked and open to the eyes of Him to whom we must give account.
Our Compassionate High Priest
14 Seeing then that we have a great High Priest who has passed through the heavens,
Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession. 15 For we do not have a High
Priest who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, but was in all points tempted
as we are, yet without sin. 16 Let us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace,
that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time of need.
After ascending and entering into His Rest, He has sent laborers into the harvest; in His
stead; each at their appointed time; to properly steward His Creation and fulfill the Law
and the Prophets. It is in this 7th day that the 7 trumps have sounded; the seven seals
been broken; the seven lightnings seen and 7 thunders heard. The seven vials have
been poured out; the seven Messengers lifted their voices each in their turn. These
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Living Scrolls were open and read of men; according to the will and by the Hand of God,
Himself; each in the time appointed!

The Lord’s sickle is even now raised! He
stands ready to reap in His Vineyard and
also the grapes of wrath! Who has heard
and who has seen and who understands
the ways of the Lord? Let them come
together now and show forth Wisdom,
Knowledge and Understanding and
persuade all nations and every soul on
earth; in earnest to REPENT and
RECEIVE the LIVING LORD,
YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, before it’s
too late!
Won’t you receive Him today? Won’t you
receive Him right now?
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